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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

Deck the Halls 

{Bench Pillow} 
Approximate Finished Size of Pillow: 16 x 38” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Please Read the Document Labeled: 

“ReadFirst_Hooping101_SVGFileTips_AppliqueTutorial_f” found on the CD. 
 

This is very important, as it will outline the different multi-hooping methods we use for our projects.  If you are using the 

included SVG file for pre-cutting your fabrics with an electronic cutting machine, you’ll find tips for doing so in that document, 

as well. 

 

It’s important to read through both the Hooping 101 document, as well as the embroidery instructions first, before 

constructing the project found in any of the Kimberbell Books.  This will ensure that you are working with the correct size of 

fabrics when embroidering, and then you are able to use them in the finished project. 
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

MATERIALS LIST 

Hoops:(This is a general hoop size.  See specific design sizes to see if your hoop will fit the design.) 

 8 x 12  

4 x 4 

NOTE: You must have the largest hoop size listed to complete the entire project.  The other hoops are 

listed as options to use, to be able to use less stabilizer and to support your fabric during the 

embroidery process.  It is recommended that you always use the smallest hoop size that fits the design. 

Stabilizer: 

No-Show Fusible Mesh Stabilizer (or other stabilizer of your choosing) 

Tear-Away Stabilizer 

Files Needed to complete the Embroidery 

 KD529_8x12_DeckTheHalls_part1 (Embroidery Field Needed: 7.50 x 11.75”) 

KD529_8x12_DeckTheHalls_part2 (Embroidery Field Needed: 5.70 x 11.75”) 

KD529_4x4_DeckTheHalls_part3 (Embroidery Field Needed: 3.92 x 3.92”) 

 

Fabric 1: Background (white snowflake) ⅓ yard      
Fabric 2: Inner Border (black)   ⅛ yard 
Fabrics 3-8: Patched Border (red and green) 6 Fat Eighths 
Fabrics 9-12: Dresden Wreaths (green) 4 Fat Quarters 
Fabrics 13-15: Fabric Bows (red)  3 Fat Eighths  
Fabric 16: Backing    ½ yard  
 
Other: Variety of 10-12 Red Buttons 

⦁ If Making Pillow Form: (1) Yard Muslin & Polyfil Stuffing (approx. two, 12 oz. bags) 

⦁ *Note: If you are quilting the front of the pillow, you will also need 2/3-yard muslin AND 
2/3-yard thin batting. I highly recommend quilting the pillow front.  

             Cut the Following: 
 
1. From Fabric 1:  Cut (1) 9 x 39” strip.    
 
2. From Fabric 2:  Cut (2) 1 x 39” strips. 
 
3. From each of Fabrics 3-8:   Cut (4) 4 x 4” blocks for a total of 24 blocks. You will only be using 

22 of them. 
 
4. From each of Fabrics 13-15: Cut (1) 6 x 11” block. 
 Cut (1) 1 ½ x 3” block. 
 
5. Fabrics 9-12 will be used later for the embroidery applique.     
 
The Deck the Halls Bench pillow is made by first assembling the entire pillow front, and 

then adding the embroidered wreaths on top. 
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

Sew the Following: 

1. Right sides together (RST), sew the 1 x 39” strips (Fabric 2) to each horizontal side of the pillow 

front (Fabric 1). Press seams and set aside. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Gather your 22 blocks from Fabrics 3-8.  Arrange them into 2 rows with 11 blocks in each row. 

RST, sew one block to the next and press. 

 

 
 
3. RST, sew the patched border strips to each horizontal side of pillow front. Press seams. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

You are now ready for the machine-embroidery! 
 

Our preference for stabilizer is a fusible mesh.  

Adhere to the back and proceed with the following directions. 
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

 

PREPARE THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Back the pillow, with fusible no-show mesh stabilizer (or stabilizer of your choosing).   

 

2. This pattern requires you to re-hoop your design.  Start by marking the fabric with a water 

soluble pen.  See diagram below.   

 

a. First, mark the top of your fabric by writing the word TOP.  

 

b. Next, mark the horizontal and vertical centers of your fabric with lines drawn from 

edge to edge (referred to as “center lines”).  See diagram below.   

 

c. The three wreaths each have their own center 

line. Make vertical line A for the first wreath by 

drawing a vertical line 12 ½ inches to the left of 

the center line. Make vertical line C by drawing 

a vertical line 12 ½ inches to the right of the 

center line.  vertical line B is the vertical center 

line drawn in step b.    

 

d. Starting from the center line and line A, Mark #1 

is made by drawing a vertical line 2 ⅛ inches 

over to the left, and on the center line.  DRAW 

ARROWS on the lines going up and down.  (see 

diagram) Mark the crosshairs as point #1. 
Tip: No need to draw lines across the entire 

fabric, only 2-3 inches long near the area they 

cross as illustrated below with the solid lines.  
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

e. Starting from the center lines and line A, 

Mark #2 is made by drawing a vertical 

line 3 ⅛ inches over to the right, and on 

the center line.  DRAW ARROWS on the 

lines going up and down.  (see diagram) 

Mark the crosshairs as point #2. 

 

f. Mark #3 is the point where the center lines and line A meet. DRAW ARROWS on the 

lines going up and down.  (see diagram) Mark the crosshairs as point #3. 

 

g. Repeat steps d-f for Line B and Line C. (see diagram below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Mark Draw a 
vertical line 

Draw a 
horizontal line 

1 LEFT 2 ⅛ CENTER 
2 RIGHT 3 ⅛ CENTER 
3 CENTER CENTER 
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How to Hoop: Traditional (See Hooping 101 Document) 

3. Using your 8 x 12 hoop, hoop your fusible backed fabric, using your grid to improve 

accuracy.  Mark #1 from Line A needs to be in the center of your hoop.  The arrows show 

the direction of the long side of your hoop.  
Note: If your hoop is larger than the fabric see the Modified Traditional Hooping directions in the 

Hooping 101 Document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Take it to your machine and load the 

KD529_8x12_DeckTheHalls_part1 file.  Verify that the file 

is rotated properly with the top of the file oriented with your 

fabric marked TOP. 

 

5. Using your machine’s settings, center the needle exactly over 

the center point of the crosshairs.  Double check your center 

by using the hand wheel to lower your needle to verify that it 

is centered. 

 

6. Stitch the design out.  
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

 
How to Hoop: Traditional (See Hooping 101 Document) 

7. Using your 8 x 12 hoop, hoop your fusible backed fabric, using your grid to improve 

accuracy.  Mark #2 needs to be in the center of your hoop.  The arrows show the 

direction of the long side of your hoop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Take it to your machine and load the 

KD529_8x12_DeckTheHalls_part2 file.  Verify that the 

file is rotated properly with the top of the file oriented 

with your fabric marked TOP. 

 

9. Using your machine’s settings, center the needle exactly 

over the center point of the crosshairs.  Double check 

your center by using the hand wheel to lower your 

needle to verify that it is centered. 

 

10. Stitch the 

design out.  
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

How to Hoop: Traditional (See Hooping 101 Document) 

11. Using your 4x4 hoop, hoop your fusible backed fabric, using your grid to improve accuracy.  

Mark #3 needs to be in the center of your hoop.  The arrows show the direction of the 

long side of your hoop. 

 

 

12. Take it to your machine and load the 

KD529_4x4_DeckTheHalls_part3 file.  Verify that the file is 

rotated properly with the top of the file oriented with your 

fabric marked TOP. 

 

13. Using your machine’s settings, center the needle exactly 

over the center point of the crosshairs.  Double check your 

center by using the hand wheel to lower your needle to 

verify that it is centered. 

 

14. Stitch the design out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15. Repeat steps 3-14 for each wreath (Line B and Line C) to complete the applique Dresden 

wreaths. 
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Embellishing with Dimensional Fabric Bows! 

 

This is an easy, dimensional embellishment that you will add 

only after the pillow top has been quilted. Enjoy this fun 

technique! 

1.  Gather your cut blocks from Fabrics 13-15. Follow the steps 

below to make 1 bow from each fabric. 

2.  Right sides together, fold a 6 x 11” piece in half, length-wise. 

 

 
 
3. With a ¼” seam allowance, sew along one long side of the 3 x 11” piece. This will form a tube. 
 
 
 
4. Turn the tube right side out. Your tube will now measure 2 ½ x 11”. 
 
5. Roll the fabric between your thumb and index finger until the seam line lies across the center of 
the tube. This becomes the “back” of your bow. 
 
 
6. Fold tube in half, width-wise, so that the short raw edges meet. The mid seam line is still facing 
you. 
 
 
7. With a ¼” seam allowance, sew a seam along the one short side with the raw edges. 
 
 

 

8. Flip the bow so that the right side of it is facing you and the seam made in Step 7 is in the back. 

Set aside. You are almost done! 

Note: If you are quilting the front of the pillow, as 
I did with the cover photo, now is the time to do 

that. I highly recommend quilting the top as it 

will keep its shape well and the pillow form will 

look better inside of the pillow. 

Layer the pillow top, the thin batting, and then 

the ⅔ yard muslin together, as a “quilt sandwich”. 

Quilt as desired. 
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9. With the 1 ½ x 3” block, fold in both long sides to the middle. Press with iron and set aside. 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Take the main part of the bow and pinch in the middle.   

 

 

11. Tie a string around it so that it keeps its pinched shape.  Tie a knot.  

 

 

 

 

12. Wrap the small piece of fabric made in Step 9, around the center of  

the bow. 

 

 

 

13. Hand-stitch the short strip closed with needle and thread.  

 

 

 

14. After the pillow has been quilted, hand-sew each bow to the wreaths.   
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Instructions for using the 8x12” Embroidery Hoop. 
(If using the 6x10 hoop, view other sets of instructions.) 

Adding the Back of the Pillow:  

 

1. It is now time to make the back of your pillow.  

Cut Fabric 12 into a 17 x 43” (or WOF) piece of 

fabric. Now cut that into two pieces: (1) 17 x 29” 

and (1) 17 x 14” piece.  

*Two Things to Note:  

* Widths of fabric off of a bolt can vary anywhere 

from 42-44”. If your WOF is different than 43”, 

that is ok. Because they vary, you may have a little 

less or a little more than 14” for that second cut. 

Don’t worry about it being exactly 14”.  

Simply cut the first piece: 17 x 29”, and then 

whatever amount remains for the second piece 

will be fine (it will be approximately 17 x 14”.)  

 

* If you have quilted the front of the pillow, that 

process of quilting it sometimes changes the size 

of the pillow front just a bit. Measure the length of 

your pillow top (17” in this example) and if it is 

any different, then cut to your measurement. 

 

2. Turn one short side of the 17 x 29” piece over 

¼”. Press with an iron. Turn again ¼” and press 

with iron. Pin this hem and top stitch with a 

straight stitch on your sewing machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Repeat step 2 to hem the 17” side  

of the 17 x 14” piece. 

 

 

 

 

4. Lay your front panel on a table with the RIGHT 

side facing up. With right sides together, lay the 

two backing pieces on top, aligning the edges of 

the back to the edges of the front. The back pieces 

will overlap just a bit, which is what you want. 

This creates an “envelope style” pillow so that the 

pillow insert can be easily placed inside of the 

pillow.  

 

5. RST, and with a ¼”  

seam allowance, sew  

around the perimeter  

of the pillow.  Clip  

corners and turn right  

side out. You are now ready to embellish the 

pillow with the bows! 

 

How to Make the Pillow Form: 
One of the nice features of Kimberbell bench 

pillow patterns is that once you have made the 

pillow form insert one time, you are done! Each of 

the “covers” will fit that one pillow form! If this is 

your first Kimberbell bench pillow, here are the 

easy instructions for making the form: 

1. From the 1 yard of muslin, cut (2) 16 x 38” 

pieces. 

2. RST, and using a ¼” seam  

allowance, sew along the  

perimeter of the pillow. Leave  

about a 5” opening for turning  

the pillow.  

3. Turn pillow right side out and fill to desired 

fullness with stuffing.  

4. Whipstitch the opening closed.  

You now have 1 large pillow form to use as part of 

your interchangeable bench pillow covers! This 

pillow is a bit smaller than the finished cover so 

that it easily fits. There are numerous bench 

pillow covers for different seasons and holidays, 

so check your local quilt shop for each new 

pattern! Have fun!  

 

© 2016 Kimberbell Kids, LLC  www.KimberbellDesigns.com 

These patterns have been digitized for personal, at-home use. Limited 

production of items made with these patterns (under 200 per design) in 

a single dwelling is permitted. You may not mass-produce Kimberbell 

Machine Embroidery Designs. Altering, buying, selling, trading, or 

transferring copies of our designs are a violation of copyright law. For 

further inquiries, contact as at www.KimberbellDesigns.com. Thank you. 
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